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To all whomfit may concern: 
Be it vknown V,that I, JOHN BERNARD 

BRoPHY, a citizen of the United States, and 
resident of the city of New York, borough 
of Brooklyn, county of Kings, and State of 
New York, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Tally-Card Sys 
tems, of which the following is a specifica 
tion. . 

This invention relates broadly to game 
scoring devices and while the same is sus 
ceptible of employment in a variety of rela 
tions, it is particularly adaptedfor use in 
progressive card games such as euchre. 
One of the objects of the present inven 

tion is to provide tally devices such that the 
games won by the several contestants may be 
recorded with greater accuracy and also 
more conveniently than has been possible 
with devices of this character as hitherto 
constructed. 
Another object is to provide such a device 

as will eliminate any chance of mistakes, ac 
curacy in the count of thel games won and 
which will make it possible readily to detect 
any unfairness or cheating on the part of the 
contestants. ` 

A further object is to so construct the 
scoring devices that the _scorers or game 
keepers will be kept in ignorance of the 
identity of the winningl contestants until 
after the result of the contest is announced. 
Other objects will be in part obvious and 

inl part pointed out hereinafter. 
The invention accordingly consists in the 

features of construction, combinations -of 
elements and arrangement of parts which 
will be exemplified in the construction here 
inafter described and the scope of the appli 
cation of which will be indicated in the ap~ 
pended claims. . - 

In the accompanying drawing wherein is 
illustrated one of the various possible em 
bodiments of my invention, Figure 1 is a 
view showing -the‘face of my improved tally 
card. Fig. 2 is a similar view of a card 

' carrying the coupons, and Fig. 8 is a View 
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5.5 
t in the present instance, 

showing a tally card with coupons attached 
in their proper places. 

Referring now to the drawing wherein my 
invention is shown as adapted for use in 
scoring a progressive card game such as 
euchre, l indicates a tally card which is lpref 
erably constructed of an elongated strip of 
material such as paper. This tally card, 

is provided with a 

plurality of appropriately designated spaces 
2 for receiving coupons and is also provided 
with a detachable check portion 3 which ma 
be detached from the body of the tally card 
along a weakened or rouletted line 4. The 
tally card l and the check portion 3 are simi 
larly numbered as shown. 

5 denotes a card which has attached there 
to a slip 6 which comprises a plurality of 
detachable coupons 7, said coupons bearing 
similar table numbers and being consecu 
tively numbered. l 

It should be understood that several cards 
similar to that shownv at 5 are employed in 
the scoring of the games, one card and the 
associated set of coupons being deposited 
and allowed to remain upon eachl of the 
several tables. The slip of coupons upon 
each table is preferably of a color different 
from the slip deposited upon the other 
tables, the color of the coupons 7 being in 
dicated as purple. ' 

The use of the above described devices init'a 
progressive euchre contest is as follows: 
Each of the contestants is provided with a 
tally card such as is shown at l and, as bei 
fore stated, one of the coupon cards 5 is 
placed on each of the several tables to be 
used by the contestants. Upon the com 
pletion of the first game,‘the two winning 
partners at each table tear off the _lowermost 
coupons which, as will be noted, are marked 
“ Game 1 ”, each player applying his or 
her coupon in the space numbered “l” in 
the talley card. The winning players in the 
second game at each of the several tables 
tear 0H" the second set of coupons which, as 
shown, are marked “Game 2”, which are 
likewise applied to the spaces numbered “ 2 ” 
of the tally card. This series of operations 
is carried on until the contest is completed 
‘whereupon each contestant tears off the 
check portion 3 of his or her tally card, re 
taining said check portion and handing the 
tally card to the. game keeper or scorers. 
When the result of the contest is announced 
the winner may be identified by the number 
on the check portion which will have a 
number corresponding to that of the win 
ning tally car . ' ` ' 

be seen that the contestant has won the ñrst 
and second games which were played at 
table 17 and 18 respectively, `has lost the 
third,fifth, seventh and tenth games, played 
at tables 19, 20, 21 and presumably at 23 

In the specimen card shown herein it will y 
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_ and has Won .games 4, 6, 8 and 9 played at 
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tables 19, 20,21 and 22 respectively.. It will 
be noted that the .t-able numbers- upon the 
coupons pasted upon the tally cards,and that 
the game numbers upon the coupons and the 
numbers upon the vacant spaces of the tally 
cards, increase in regular succession. . It 
Will be further noted that each of the several 
coupons pasted upon a single tally card 
will be of a color diíïerent from ̀the colors 
of the others thereof. Thus any»l attempt 
at cheating on the part of a contestant lmay 
be instantly detected through the non-eloI 
intence of any of the above conditions.y v ‘ v 
The tally cards as Well as the coupon slips 

` may have printed thereon suitable legends 
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descriptive of the manner of using the tally 
cards or any .other printed matter Which 
may be useful or instructive to the con 
testants. 
In order to eliminate any chance of con 

fusion or'mistake arising at the starting of 
the contest the tally cards and coupons to 
be used »at each table are preferably inelosed 
in an envelope Which is deposited upon the 
table, said envelope being numbered in ac 
cordance With the number of the table and 
having imprinted thereon instructions re 
lating to the use of the tally> devices and 
rules ofthe game to be played. It Will ac 
cordingly be seen that I have provided a 
game scoring device Well adapted to attain, 
among others, all the ob'ects and ends point 
ed outvin a simple yet e cient manner. 

While the tally cardsshown in the present 
embodiment of my invention are more parf 
ticularly adapted for euchre it will be un 
derstood, of course, that they may be readily 
adapted for various games Without eii'ecting 
a departure from the spirit or scope of the 
invention. . 

As many changes could be made in the 
above construction and many apparently 
Widely diíferent embodiments of my inven 
tionv designed Without departing from the 
scope thereof, I intend ̀ that all matter con 
tained in the above description or shown in 
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the accompanying drawing shall be inter 
preted as illustrative merely of an operative 
embodiment of my invention and not in a 
limiting sense. 
Having thus described my invention what 

I claim as new and desire to secure by Let 
‘ ters Patent is: 

1. In a gamel scoring apparatus of the 
class described, the combination with a tally 
card having a plurality of appropriately 
designated spaces for receiving coupons and 
'having also a detachable check portion, said 
=check portion and said tally card being sim 
ilarly numbered, of a plurality of sets of de 
tachable coupons, each coupon being adapted 
to be applied to one of the spaces of a tally 
card. 

2. In a game scoring apparatus of the 
class described, the combination of a tally 
card having a plurality of appropriately 
designated spaces for receiving coupons and 
_having also a detachable check port-ion, said 
>check portion and said tally card bearing 
similar numbers, and a plurality of vari 
ously colored sets of detachable coupons, 
each of said coupons being adapted to be ap 
plied to one of the spaces of the tally card. 

3. 'In a game scoring apparatus of the 
class described, the combination of a tally 
card having a plurality of appropriately 
designated spaces Jforreceiving coupons and 
having also a detachable check portion, said 
check portion and said tally card being cor-l 
respondingly numbered, and a plurality of 
slips each of which is composed of'a plu 
rality of detachable gummed coupons, each 
slip being of a color different from thel col 
ors of the others thereof. and the coupons 
of each slip bearing similar table numbers 
and consecutive game numbers. .- -. 

Signed at Brooklyn, N. Y. city, ~in the 
county of Kings and State of New York, 
this 25 day of August 1908. 

J OHN: BERNARD BROPI-IY. 
Witnesses: ' ‘ 

LEWIS J. DooLI'ri‘Ln, 
WILLIAM M. 
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